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If you make the brain waves α ~ θ waves

Wishes come true

“Super Brain 1”

Invented by【Genius Inventor / Kazumi Masaki】

"Paramemory/α Theta" is the prototype

When I was once in charge of practical work at a consulting company that provides latent 

brain development education (30s), the genius inventor Kazumi Masaki It just so

happened that my hometown of Okayama was my hometown, so I had a close relationship 

with Dr. Masaki, and at that time, I often planned his lectures and introduced and wholesale 

inventions mainly to managers and dentists, and the equipment introduced this time was 

the most extreme superior equipment.

[I once used this device thoroughly]

Eventually, I began to develop superpowers.

At the time, I had been selling more than 100 units of this device every month for about two 

years.  

And at the same time as I introduced this device to everyone, I myself continued to use 

this device thoroughly for about 3 months if I had time, and one day I suddenly 

intuitively felt that I had already graduated from this device, and I was training 

at that time in the O-ring test ( Muscle reflex test) became more accurate, and 

eventually this 

[Using the O-ring test method to obtain "information from previous 

lives"]

Eventually, I started "management consultation and life consultation" as a management 

consultant.  
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[Inheriting the design concept here and now and powering up

The equipment is complete!】
Over time, an acquaintance of mine, the president, improved this device and commercialized it 

again. 

This device was re-debuted under the name "Super Brain 1", and at that time I

recommended this device while measuring the brain waves of various people using an 

electroencephalogram meter. 

【Suggested retail price】  94,200 yen (10,3620 yen with tax)

Here are some examples I saw at that time: 

●〔Dentists〕
At that time, I participated in an annual academic society of dentists belonging to an academic 

society called the Society of Dental Oriental Medicine. 

I measure the electroencephalogram of the doctors, but the dentist's job is to grind teeth all day 

with a micromotor (in fact, this device is also an invention of Dr. Kazuzo Masaki) and continue 

to do very detailed work, which is a very nerve-wracking job every day.  

The state of β brain waves is always a state of mind [stress, tension, anxiety].  

Therefore, at that time, dentists were all buying this device to take it away.  

●〔Manager, Certified Public Accountant〕
The company owner, who was close to me, purchased this equipment and participated in a golf 

competition about a month later. 

Around that time, he suddenly made a "hole-in-one".  

★When the brain wave changes from α wave to θ wave, it becomes a supernatural state in the

world of sports 

You can see this kind of ultra play. 

●[Famous Qigong Healer]

One time, when I was allowed to measure the EEG of a famous qigong practitioner, he said, 

"Yes, then I will put energy in now," and when he started qigong treatment, the brain waves 

suddenly became θ waves.  

●[Super Psychic/Koun Yamauchi]

Mr. Koun Yamauchi, a super psychic who took great care of me at that time and greatly 

influenced my life (fate) after that, was accompanied by Amaterasu, understood all kinds of things, 

and was given all kinds of power, but one time when I measured the brainwaves of the teacher, 

he always maintained α waves even if he was talking to me normally. The moment he said, "Then 

I'm going to call God now," his brain wave got a θ wave.  
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★ Looking at the brain waves of these two people, I thought, "Well, to demonstrate

superpowers, I need to make brain waves a θ wave !! 

And then, as I mentioned at the beginning, 

As a result of using this device thoroughly for about 3 months", my brain waves 

"becomes θ waves instantly" and I eventually can perform past life therapy. 

Mind Fitness Co,.  Ltd.

〔Back side〕 

“Super Brain 1” is recommended for such people

●High school and university entrance exams / Various qualification

exams (improve memory and concentration)

●Manager (I want to learn floundering and intuition)

●Excessive stress or poor physical condition (fatigue, anxiety,

tension)

●As a tool for developing latent brain power

(Wish fulfillment, meditation, chakra opening, qigong treatment)

● Those who want to acquire psychic abilities (psychic powers)

★ For relaxation during detox

* Even if you detox with the detox machine "Super-Foot-Cleaner "

As a measure against those who end up remaining transparent

(Releasing the tension in the mind makes it easier to detoxify) 

Mechanism of Super Brain 1
"Super Brain 1" is for left ear (151Hz) and right ear (2~9Hz lower frequency)  By

listening to two types of sounds, the right and left brains work at the same time, and the frequency 

difference at that time is perceived as a buzzing sound, and the left and right brains work to 
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balance naturally, resulting in α waves of the brain [relaxation & concentration]. 

・ It is a θ wave [super relaxed] state.

"Super Brain 1 " realizes α- θ brain waves
EEG type/mode State of consciousness (mind) Purpose of use 

β wave 13~30Hz Nervousness, anxiety, irritability 

  (Beta) Stress State 

  First α

(11～12Hz) Tense & Focused 

Mid-α Studying, working 

αwave Mode 4 (9Hz) Relax & Focus Sports Training 

(Alpha)

8~12Hz Slow α Stress relief 

   Mode 3 (7Hz) Slightly sleepy / decreased consciousness Immunity boosted 

   Spiritual stability 

Learning & Memory 

  Light sleep state Wish fulfillment and image power 

θ wave : 4~7Hz Super relaxing, intuition, inspiration 

(Theta) Meditative State Meditation Training 

Mode 2 (4Hz)   Qigong Treatment 

Contact with God/Spirit Body 

 (Demonstrates superpowers) 

δ wave : 3Hz or less  Deep sleep / sound sleep   Insomnia 

(Delta) Growth hormone secretion Poor health 

 Mode 1 (2Hz) pathological condition 




